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ABOUT THE PROJECT
The project was born to learn about CLIL method
and bilingual teaching, its principles, techniques,
effects and benefits for the students. The main
object was to encourage students to learn Maths,
ICTand Science, subjects considered challenging for
most of the students, using a way of teaching more
attractive and innovative. All the schools taking part
in the project were highly motivated to put effort into
achieving goals set for the project. At first the project
included
theoretical sessions with lectures by
experts aimed at deepening teachers' theoretical
and practical knowledge. In a second moment the
teachers brought this new way of teaching to the
classes of each institute. One of the results achieved
was that of improving our teaching skills and
therefore improving students' language skills and
also make those subjects less difficult to and study.
This project gave us the possibility to achieve
another important result: the chance to use peerto-peer learning among partner schools; in this way
the school achieving outstanding results in one field
could share its knowledge and experience with the
others, sharing ideas and good practice among
partner schools. This led schools to be more
international.
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WHAT'S CLIL

CLIL stands for Content and Language Integrated
Learning and refers to teaching subjects such as
science, history and maths, to students through a
foreign language. It was coined by David Marsh,
University of Jyväskylä, Finland (1994), as he said
"CLIL refers to situations where subjects, or parts of
subjects, are taught through a foreign language with
dual-used, namely the learning of content and the
simultaneous learning of a foreign language." CLIL is
different from a language lesson, the main aim in a
CLIL lesson is learning about the subject using a
foreign language, while the aim in a language class is
to learn the language. When you attend a CLIL
lesson you combine together all the skills: listening,
reading, speaking and writing. It’s what happens
when you study in your own language. In a CLIL
class you also practise a specific language and
vocabulary related to the content. In our schools
what can happen is that you do specific CLIL classes
or your language teacher and your subject teacher
work together to do a specific CLIL project.

Some schools teach topics from the curriculum as
part of a language course. This is called soft CLIL.
Other schools teach partial immersion programmes
where almost half the curriculum is taught in the
target language. This is called hard CLIL. Modular
CLIL programme is where a subject is taught for a
certain number of hours in the target language.

You can learn about what is around you and at the
same time you learn a foreign language.
What a goal!
Here is an interview to David Marsh
Marhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Czdg8-6mJA
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LESSON PLAN N. 1
Teacher: AndrzejPietrzyk
Subject:Mathematics
School: LiceumOgólnokształcące im. Prof.
Zbigniewa Religi w Gilowicach
Date: 5thFebruary 2019
Grade: 1styear (Age: 16)
Topic: FUNCTIONS

OBJECTIVES:
To reinforce and deepen the
understanding of the basic concepts of
Functions (basic terminologies and definitions)
To learn the basic terminology of functions in
English
To revise the knowledge about functions.
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE:
Before the lesson, the students were providedwith
the set of vocabulary in English to get familiar with the
mathematical terms. The lesson itself was a revision in
the end of the unit devoted to functions

ACTIVITIES/STEPS:
1.
Introduction into a topic.
2.
Students listen to a dialogue for the first time and
answer some simple questions about it, eg. What is
the recording about?
3.
Worksheets are distributed and the students listen
to the recording for the second and third time
trying to fill in the gaps.
4.
The task is done together with the use of cloze test
tool.
5.
A final translation of the text into Polish.
6.
Evaluation questions, eg. What did you
find easy / difficult? What did you like about the
lesson? Would you like to repeat it?

MATERIALS USED:
A recording prepared by the teacher himself, a
paper worksheet with a gapped text, a vocabulary
list, an open cloze test.
Function it is a rule between two..............................
. We call it domain and ................................ The
...............................or just inputs are elements of
domain while the elements of the set Y are called
values or outputs. A functionis the relation that
associates ...............................element x from X to a
............................... elementy from Y. We can present
function in ......................different ways. One of the
simplestfunction it is ..............................
function. It has quite simple ...............................
y=ax+b . The name of the function comes
from ............................... line which is a graph of
thefunction. ...............................numbers a and b are
......................The slope affects the ...............................
betweenthe graph and X axis. If two functions have
the same coefficient a they have ...............................
graphs.Negative slope means that the function is
................................
Constant term affects the intersection ..................
Zero of function it is the argument which gives us
output ........................... It is solution .....................
f(x)=0.

Vocabulary
Setzbiór
Domain-dziedzina
Codomain przeciwdziedzina
Relation – relacja ( tu przyprządkowanie)
Associates-przyprządkowuje
Diagram diagram
Plot/graf –wykres
Formula- wzór
Equatrion –równanie
Coefficient –współczynnik
real numbers liczba rzeczywista
slope nachylenie
affects wpływa
angle kąt
axis oś
parallel równoległe
negative ujemny
decreasing malejąca
increasing rosnąca
constant term wyraz wolny
intercept przecięcie
zero of function miejsce zerowe
solve rozwiązać

Transcript of the dialogue
A: Hi Dad. Could you do me a favour?
I've been sick recently and I will have a test about
function on Monday
.B: Ok. What can I do for you
:A: Please, help me to systematize information
about linear function.
B: Ok. Do you remember what the function is?
A: Yeh. It`s a rule between set X whic is called
domain and set Y called codomain. The elements
of set X are called arguments and the elements of
set Y are called values.
B: Excellent but you have to know that not every
relation between two sets is the unction.
A: Oh, I know, a function is a relation that
associates each element of set X with a single
element of set Y.
B: Do you remember kind of presentationof a
function?
A: Ya, it is an arrow, table of a plot and we can see
a graph as well.

B: Yes almost.You forgot that we could describe
function by words and also by a formula, in
another words an equation we can follow to llinear
function
A: Great. But why it so important?
B: It is a really good question. At first, linear function
is one of the simplest functions at all. Secondly, it
dA: What do you mean saying simply?
B: It has a very simple formula: f(x) = ax + b in other
words equation y = ax +b
A: Hmm… What do the letters a and b mean?
B: They are coefficients. In other words, real
numbers, for each couple of numbers a and b you
obtain another linear function, for example y = 3x –
1 or f(x) = -2x + 3. Then, you can make a table and a
plot for each function.
A: The plot of a linear function is a straight line,
hence there`s a name.
B: Excellent. Do you remember the meaning of
coefficients a and b?
A: Hmm… Not really.
B: Let me remind you. The coefficient a is also
known as a slope and it affects the angle between
the graph and Xs.
A: So, it means that when two functions have the
same slopes, they have smaller plots.
B: Good for you. They have parallel plots
A: But what if a slope is negative?

B: Excellent question. If a is negative, then the function
is decreasing. If a is positive, the function is increasing.
And, finally, when a = 0, the function is constant.
A:Ok. Let`s go back to coefficient b. What does it
affect?
B: b is the constant term and when Y axis intercepts.
A: Is there anything else I should know?
B: I think it is 0 function. I mean the
argument which gives us output 0. Actually, it is quite
easy to find. You only need to substitute y by 0 and
solve the equation.
: Ok. I think I can do it. Thank you.
B: You`re welcome

Lesson Plan N 2
Topic: Physical Education (PE)
Level: A2
Time: 90 minutes
Textbook: Modern Language 1, 5th grade,
authors:Clare Kennedy, Chiara Soldi, Cristina
Rusu, Diana Todoran pages 132 133
https://manualedigitaleart.ro/biblioteca/art5en1- 13
Activities from the CLIL training used: self-assessing
vocabulary, mind maps
Objectives: learning new ocabulary connected with PE
(train, races, relays, training sessions, etc),
practicing three skills: reading (comprehension of the
main ideas),
Speaking: (expressing opinions and taking part in a
dialogue), writing (a short presentation)
Procedure:·
T asks SS to answer questions from ex 1;
T encourages discussion about the importance of
physical exercises;
·T gives SS handouts with the words highlighted in the
texts and asks them to comeup with their own
definitions;
SS work in pairs and when they finish SS are invited to
read the text in exercise 2 and answer the questions;

T checks reading comprehension
T asks students to solve and practice the dialogue
in exercise 3;
SS form groups (3-4 students) randomly, T provides
them with handouts containing a list of different
sports and checks if the students are familiar with
their meanings, if not, T stops for clarification; SS are
told how to prepare mindmaps,
SS are encouraged to create groups connected with
different types of sports (team sports, individual
sports, water sports etc); SS are also encouraged to
add as many sports as they can; one S from each
group is allowed to go around the classroom and
`spy` on other groups· When the mind maps are
ready (the time is set according to needs and group
abilities), T collects the papers and displays them on
the walls of the classroom and asks SS to choose
the most complete one; T makes sure that all SS
have access to that mind map;· instructs students
to write a paragraph about their favourite sport
using, as much as possible the vocabulary
previously learned (exercise 5);·
T explains what a fact file is; forms groups of SS and
encourages them to search the net for information
connected to a famous sportsperson; SS may use
theirmobile phones for this; when they finish

SS make an oral presentation as requested in
their mobile phones for this; when they finish,

Lesson Plan N 3
Teacher Gaetano Costa
Subject: Mechanics
ISchool: I.I.S.S. " S. Mottura"
Topic: The Electric car, petrol engine, diesel
engine and emission control
Grade : 3rd year ( age 16)
Time: 60 minutes:
Activities: vocabulary, glossary, matching.
Objectives: learning new vocabulary connected with
mechanics , practicing two skills: reading
(comprehension of the main ideas), listening, (identify
related vocabulary);
Procedure:
T presents to the SS the glossary previously prepared,
SS read the matching exercise and the T asks them to
demonstrate their understanding of each meaning.
At this point the T let SS watch the 2 videos. T checks
that the students understood the listening. At the
end, T encourages them to share their thought. The T
gives to SS 2 different readings, and asks them to
identify the main ideas or specific facts of each text
through skimming first and then scanning readings.
The last activity is to encourage conversation about
the topic examined.

Lesson Plan N 4
Teacher: Nataša Primožič,
Subject: Mathematics
Topic:Pyramids
School: SEPŠ Koper, Slovenia
Grade : 3rd year (Age: 17)
Time: 45minutes:

OBJECTIVES:
- To reinforce and deepen the
understanding of the basic concepts of pyramids
(basic terminologies and definitions).
- To learn the basic terminology of pyramids in
English.
- To make their own definitions.
- To write down formulas of volume and surface
area of pyramid.
- To check out their spatial performance
PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE:
Students know everything about prism.
1.
Warm-up: The students are shown the
picture of 8 different pyrmids. Each student chooses
one picture. They are encouraged to ask mathematics
related questions about the chosen picture. (min)

2. The students are given worksheet 1 (enclosed).
They have 10 minutes to do the task. After that they
compare their answers with the correct results.
3. The students are given worksheet 2 (enclosed).
They have 15 minutes to do the task. After that they
are given the results - the right definitions to
compare with their own.
4. The students are given worksheet 3 (enclosed).
They have 10 minutes to complete the task. They
get a model of pyramid so they can try and solve
the task more easily. (The remaining 5 minutes are
spent: students checking and comparing their
answers, explaining additional questions, etc.)

Lesson Plan N 5
Teacher Dimitrova Galya Ivanova
Subject: History
School: СУ "Николай Катранов", Свищов
Topic: Food and Imperialism: the impact of
global food
Level: A2/B1
Time: 17h
Teaching aims/learning outcomes:
For each food Ss should know what benefits and
side effects are;
Ss should connect the colonial history to food;
Ss should be able to define the food main use in
modern cuisine using a specific language;
Ss should be able to locate the origin areas of
each global food analysed;
Ss should be aware of the consequences of the use
of global foods in modern cuisine.
Prerequisites:
Food vocabulary, and its use in Italian and Sardinian
cuisine in native language (Italian).
Language prerequisites: use of simple present and
past simple, use of infinitive and imperative,
knowledge of basic vocabulary for writing asimple
traditional recipe ( i. e. oil, pasta, sauce, cheese)

Content aims
Knowledge of history and importance of some
foods and plants in modern cuisine: tea, coffee,
potato, sugar cane, tomato.
Communication aims (content-obligatory
language, content- compatible language)
• Strengthen the use and knowledge of COL
vocabulary; connected to several subjects: Food
science/nutrition, English, history through English
language;
• Help disabled pupil to remember food words in
English;
• Help disabled pupil to store food vocabulary in
long-term memory through cooperative learning;
• Talk about food in class;
• Explain choices and opinions in a simple way, as
good and fluent as possible;
COL: tea, coffee, potato, sugar cane, tomato,
polyphenols, antioxidants,
heart disease, starch, crop, cereal, protein,
potassium, water, carbohydrate, crisp, stew, soup,
flour, fat, fibre, New Guinea, America,
Asia,plantation, tree, colonisation, obesity, diabetes,
cancer, blood pressure, figures.

CCL: plantation, China, Japan, India, Russia, tree,
food, drink, Britain, tea bags, bush, Ethiopia, edible,
raw, dried, consumption, disease, stimulant, maize,
corn, conquistador, iron, magnesium, dominion,
nutrition,
Cognition aims
• Formulate hypothesis about correct use of foods
in a healthy diet;
• Compare benefits and side effects of foods;
• Evaluate the transformation of tradition in Italian
and Sardinian cuisine;
Culture aims
• Be aware that the tradition is an ongoing process
renewable year by year
continents and have planted and introduced in
Europe during the centuries. Then they have
become “traditional”;
• Elicit curiosity about the food and its origin;
Procedure
Intro/lead-in: brainstorming, checking Ss
previous knowledge:
T. shows up some pictures of common foods that
comes from Africa, Asia, Europe and America, and
frequently used in Italian cuisine.

Pupils have to say their names, and Teacher writes it
on the Interactive Board. Each outcome and words
given by students should be got into a pdf file, and
must be stored as a digital file displayable with the
LIM.
All materials collected by the teacher will be given to
the students a tthe end of the lesson.
.Warm up: expanding knowledge and specific
llanguage
How many foods coming from other continents do
you know? Please have you say
yPlease take a blank sheet, and fold (divide) it in four
parts. Part 1 is Africa, part 2 is America, part 3 is
Asia, part 4 is Europe. Where does food come from?
Select and write food and plants that comes from
Africa, Asia and America.

Feedback: Check your answer
Ss watch a video that explains where foods come from. They
have to check and correct mistakes, if they do it. Having opted
the personal choices for each imagine, watched the video and
prepared previously a world map poster, ss insertvbfood
imagine onto correct continent.
Video :Origins of Food:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?=MVVvF7Po-I

Activities and tasks (stages): cognitive skills,
R/S/W/L and communicative skills, practicing
subject specific language (for the 4 Cs)
Activity 1: T. selec42t six foods, elected as really representative of
the importance of “global food” both in Italian national and
Sardinian regional cuisine.
For each food analysed by the group, they have to
analyse the text given by the teacher.
.

I

.Food 1: tea
Food 2: coffee
Food 3: tomato
Food 4: potato
Food 5: sugar cane

Activity 2: Students must turn over the sheet (text
given). Teacher gives each group 3 questions they
have to do to other groups. Teacher asks pupils to
write down answer to selected questions done by
other students. At the end of the activity a group will
be declared winner of the context, having done
more correct answers than other groups .The
winning group will be awarded by the teacher with a
prize..
Acttivity 3:Activity 3: Students must write, using a format, and
describe to the class six

recipes, selected from the panel of whole tradition
of Sardinian or Italiancuisine.They can use
imagesdownloaded from the WEB and a layout given
by the teacher.Then the SS have to address at the
class their outcomes.

I

Interactional patterns for each task plenary
individual, pair,group work: Workgroup,
cooperative learning,peer tutoring.
News/brevisited vocabulary, linguistic
structures, functions: Simple present, simple past
.New/revisited vocabulary: evergreen, commercial,
café, raw, superfood,bananas, nuts, broccoli, avocado,
overseas dominions, drink, to mature,to ripen, to
reach, to increase, to prevent,
Resources/materials: visuals, worksheets, ICT
BYOD: smartphone, pc provided by school ( or
students'one) usb pen, interactive board
Wrap-up activities:consolidation (ex. game?)
List of words used in the past activities:give a brief
definition of them. If students of one group have
problems can askother group's students help.
Follow up project proposal: Video " The sugar
truth"
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EFlnlGx0B5U

Students must listen to a video carefully
looking at the subtitles, ifnecessary.Teacher
gives the pupils a crossword containing a few
definitionsconnected to key words about the
content of the video..
Assessment: Selfassessment through
“can do
statements”:
• I can understand a text in English about
food.
• I can explain my ideas in English

• I can recognise pictures and food names in
English
• I can talk about food in English
• I can understand where global foods come
from
• I can talk to my classmates in English

Lesson Plan N 6
Teacher Annamària AntalnéMizsei
Subject: Science and Technology
School: Nagyboldogassszony Kéttannyelvű
Katolikus Általános Iskola és Gimnázium
Topic: Environmental protection
Level: B1/B2 (age 15-18)
Time: h 6
• Objectives: Focus the student’s attention on
„garbage” as a global problem, what it can really do
to help our environment
• Language: Vocabulary related to the content
objectives
• Technology: whiteboard, song and video and
game online
Assessment Tools: Worksheets
By the end of the lesson learners will be able to:
understand important causes of environmental
problems and some solutions
•extend their understanding of lexis connected to
climate change and environmental
•improve understanding of pronunciation
information given in a dictionary
•take notes and retell information to others

I.Warm-up – Brainstorming
Time: 6’
(frontal work)
Talking about global problems. Teacher ask
questions and students answer.
Questions/Possible answers:
1.What are the most important environmental
problems nowadays?
Greenhouse effect, climate change, global warning.
Every year we produce more and more rubbish. A
lot of people on the planet create w42ste.1.
2. What are some forms of environmental
pollution?
air pollution, water pollution and soil pollution
3..What are the examples of rubbish we
produce?
Bottle, glass jar, cans, paper, boxes…
3 What do you do to protect your
environment?
When I go shopping, I always take some shopping
bags with me. I take bottles, paper and plastic to
selective rubbish bins

Vocabulary exercises
Time: 5’ (individual and
frontal work)
Teacher tells the definition and students choose and
write the correct word on your exercise book. The
definitions are on the whiteboard
•PAPER -PLASTIC - REUSE - RUBBISH - REDUCERECYCLE
Checking
•RECYCLE
To make something old into something
new
•PAPER Made from trees, we use and write on this a
lot
•REDUCE To make smaller or less of •PLASTIC
Most bottles and food packaging are made from this
•REUSE To use something again, rather than buy a
new one
•RUBBISH Waste, trash, items we do not need or I.

I.Communication exercise Time: 6’ (frontal and pair
work)
a)Use the words above. What can we do to help our
planet and to help ourselves to a better life?
•We can recycle our rubbish
•Reduce our waste
•Reuse items wherever possible
In pairs students discuss their habits of selecting rubbish
in their household. They take notes and retell information
to the others
I.Listening – Culture
Time: 9’ (frontal and pair
work)
a) YouTube video
•Let’s learn some culture about recycling. There is a town
in Japan that produces no trash.
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=eym10GGidQU&t=202s
Pre-listening exercises:
Discussion –frontal work
-How could it possible to live without producing trash?
After listening: Pair work
Students discuss their view about the You tube video

B)Song- gap filling
Time: 6’ (frontal work)
https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=jack+johnson+the+3+r%27s
Jack Johnson Song: „The 3 R’s”
Listen carefully then choose the right answer.

The following links give you the possibility to watch
the videos of the recorded lessons:
Lesson 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WDggppqgaNA
Lesson 3: https://vimeo.com/397002709
Lesson 4: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=ogFAK4P0qMc
Lesson 6: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=WrKifuuvt9Y&list=UUpnI_c7EDDg_Wt6vD0wOXfw
&index=3
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Resources
http://www.macmillaninspiration.com/new/resources/web-projects
https://www.blikk.it/bildung/unterricht/clil/clil-activities
https://elt.oup.com/elt/students/networkitaly/clil/Network_2_CLIL
Lessons Oxford University Presselt.oup.com › students › clil ›
Network_2_CLIL_LessonsCLIL_Lessons.pd
www.onestopenglish.com › clil-le
CLIL Activities :: blikkwww.blikk.it › bildung › unterricht
www.onestopeànglish.com
www.blikk.it
Khanacademy.org
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